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Adults think of childhood as a carefree time, but the truth is that children worry, and worry a lot,

especially in our highly pressurized era. This book addresses children's worries with humor and

imagination, as hilarious scenarios teach kids the use of perspective and the art of creative

problem-solving.
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A friend loaned us this book- it is AMAZING. My 6 year old has begun worrying/ being anxious over

anything and everything. This book is just awesome- it describes a worry, then gives examples of

situations when you would have a worry, then a possible solution. For example, it has a situation

about 100 elephants wanting to come over for a tea party, and you don't have any tea bags. That's

a worry! But, you could offer them lemonade instead. Great way to help kids rethink reactions to

different situations. We read this once, and my daughter immediately took the book on her own and

then re-read the pages, and just kept looking at it. Awesome!

Good story that attempts to put a "face" on worries. Not sure that it helped my son as he is not a kid

who thinks like this, but a nice story that gives one options on how to deal with specific "worry"



issues .... these are funny scenarios though, not ones that could be put into practice .. eg. find out

that your new teacher is a bear and what will happen if you forget your homework. So funny, and it

does give some skill ideas on how to handle a worry by imagining putting it a box etc. etc. All in all,

a nice book, nice artowrk, although younger kiddies may find the worry ... well, a worry ! It's pretty

scary looking ...

The book can seem a little scary or that it might bring on worries and it's not one you would read

with your child everyday. This book has a few different scenarios of one your child may have a

worry over.My oldest great nephew who is now 4 years old has a tendency to worry, to be anxious

over the bad guys or events coming up. He really needs you to explain what is going on, what will

happen during and when something will be over.So when I visited last March I took this book among

others. His mom, 2 great aunts and 3 year old brother read the book. Even mom, my niece was a

little anxious as we read it. But after I read the last page I told them when I was little I was worried

about alligators being under my bed, how I would jump from the hallway onto my bed by running

from the far wall of the bathroom which was directly across. Then I told them how I discovered that

was silly since alligators live in sunny places with lots of water so there was no way they could be

under my bed.That started worry stories from all of us including the little guys and how we can help

ourselves or ask for help to stop a worry

Is a Worry Worrying You?Ferida Wolff and Harriet May SavitzMs. Wolff and Ms. Savitz have written

a beautiful book that speaks to children in their own language. Instead of talking at children from the

adult's perspective, they enter the childrens' world so they can walk with children and explore their

fears and anxieties with them. Rather than being condescending, their lighthearted approach shows

a deep respect for childhood and its fears as well as a sound awareness of the inner resources

residing in children. Just as fairy tales help children externalize their fears (Bettleheim, B; THE

USES OF ENCHANTMENT), IS A WORRY WORRYING YOU? enables children to investigate their

fears and tells each child he/she is not alone in having these fears. Finally, the fanciful suggestions

entertain and amuse children while the very valid and practical solutions empower children to

creatively resolve their concerns. As a former school psychologist in an elementary school, I know

that when adults minimize childhood fears, they do not go away but can linger and harm. When I

read this with children in my school they responded to it immediately and wanted to hear it again

and again.Claire Laufman



AS a book its ok. It actually made my son more anxious bc if the drawings being so dark.

With an exception or two - like suggesting that you sing a lullabye to the monsters in your room - or

what if a bird lands on your head and takes you away from your family forever... The book is great. I

find myself skipping those pages or sentences and sometimes my son will simply turn the page

before I read it because he doesn't like those ideas either... - Do a good read-through before sitting

down with your little one so that you are prepared to ad-lib if you feel the dialog is too severe or may

be *introducing* new worries to your child. Now, from my son's point of view - "Read the worry

book!" is something we hear everyday - often multiple times a day...

The writer of this book is wonderfully creative and I love the message. The reason I rated it with 3

stars is because the artistic approach is a bit too scary for its young audience. I understand the point

of the story is to recognize that a "worry" can be scary; however, when the child is already dealing

with anxiety and worry, it is unnecessary to create another scary looking monster to portray the

invisible "worry." I would suggest using a cloud or something more vague, since it is also written that

the "worry" is not really visible. Regardless, if I can read this to my children without showing them

the pictures, it is a beautiful message.

I have a very anxious 6 year old and he absolutely loves this book.
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